
Desert Fly Casters Supports 
BARBLESS HOOKS
 CATCH & RELEASE

Ever y true fisherman understands that the joy of fishing lies in its myster y.

O F F I C I A L  D E S E R T  F L Y  C A S T E R S  N E W S L E T T E R

JULY 2016

JULY
Wednesday, 

July 13, 2016
Chit-Chat & Dinner: 6:00

Meeting/Guest Speaker: 7:00

  Elks Lodge
   1775 West Chandler Blvd.

Chandler, Arizona 85224

Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting,  
followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!

JULY DFC CLUB MEETING...

Wednesday • July 13, 2016

CHRIS CANTRELL 
Come, join in with the people from the Arizona Game 

& Fish and special guest, CHRIS CANTRELL.  
Mr. Cantrell has brought together important updated 
information on the New Coldwater Sportfish Vision in 
our state. Stay current with all that’s going on along 

with questions and answers during this DFC monthly 
club meeting.

President's Drift                                                                                                 Gentry Smith  •  July  2016

Fishing reports have been pouring in from all over the state of Arizona and beyond… 
   I’d like to begin by thanking Linda McAteer for hosting the club’s annual June 
pilgrimage to the White Mountains. It sounds like it was a fantastic trip with a lot 
of fish caught in a variety of waters. Furthermore, our club’s Vice President success-
fully fought and landed a 22-inch Big Lake cutthroat--congratulations Kristen Kile! 
   Canyon Lake has been a local hot-spot for bluegill and bass. I made a half-day 
trip to Canyon with Alex Kidd and the bluegill bite was so good we both lost track 
of how many fish we’d landed. A week later, Grant Berkowitz got into a half dozen 
bass, his biggest going about 3lbs. Closing out the month, Joe Staller led the charge 

for the club’s Canyon outing and reported that the bite was still on, as well as the presence of bluegill on 
beds.
 

    And then there’s all the Facebook posts. It looks like Canyon Creek has been yielding some quality 
browns, Woods Canyon and Willow Springs lakes have both been revealing tigers, and Carnero Lake 
is producing countless 16 to 18 inch ‘bows. Not to mention Rob Buchanan and Joe Staller’s trip to 
Wyoming to fish with Grey Reef Anglers. John Doss and Joe McDonald made the same Wyoming trip a 
week later. Lastly, I’ve enjoyed following John and Linda McAteer’s weeklong trip to the Dolores River 
in Colorado. 
     If I missed your trip, please be sure to give a report at the next club meeting. 
    Shifting gears, I received the following update from our club’s Conservation Chairmen, Joe Miller: 
The US Forest Service has launched the 4FRI Rim Country EIS for forest restoration across much of the 
Mogollon Rim and into the White Mountains. 
    Many of our favorite trout streams and prime fishing are included in the "footprint".  This is a great 
opportunity for real improvements in our fishing landscape, so look for more information on page 12 
of the newsletter or contact Joe Miller (jam@prairietriz.com) for more information on how you can get 
involved. 
Until next time, be safe and enjoy your time outdoors—it’s truly special.
Cheers, 
Gentry Smith
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To advance the sport of fly 
fishing in Arizona through 
education, conservation 
and community outreach 
efforts by: 
• Providing Education 
classes and clinics on fly 
fishing, fly casting, fly 
tying, rod  building and 
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve, 
restore, and enhance local 
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing 
approachable, enjoyable 
and safe in family friendly 
environment

• Promoting responsible 
angling practices

DFC MISSION STATEMENT

Most of my fishing is done 
by reading books....

Bob McKeon, 
DFC Newsletter Editor, 
Graphic Guru, Head 
Wrangler of Stuff, Stay 
at Home Fly Fisherman 
and Certified Lawn Tosser 
of Rods an' things.   
Questions/Comments? 
Catch me at: 
rmckeon2@cox.net

It must have been one of our DFC monthly meetings and I think it was Ernie Gulley, and a 
couple of his visuals during his presentation- way in the background I saw that old standby 
little flat-bottom craft with square ends, the punt. Not anything to do with Mr. Gulley’s 
night with us, but the punt alone got me thinking of my time I spent in the Adirondack 
Mountains back in June of 1999. 
     I had motored out to Minerva a small town with a population of 560 in the Adirondack 
region of New York state with my fishing friend, Ron Barch. I was researching material for 
a book I had inspirations of writing. Ron and I also expected to do some fly fishing and on 
occasion after dark- Scotch, steaks and a game of cribbage.
    The few days we were there we roamed old 2 track roads and found small ponds to fish 
and explore. It was one of those days, I was sitting on a stump fussing with my 9 footer 
when I looked up and found an older gentlemen wandering my way. We said our hellos as 
he sat beside me admiring my Winston. We made small talk, a nice warm friendly gentle-
man, a weathered face, a full gray beard, an old hat set at an angle and eyes that sparkled 
as he told me about this part of the Adirondack, here at Huntley Pond, where Ron and I 
found to explore. His name was Opie, and mentioning he was a guide “...back in the day.” 
His lineage dated back to 1880’s. “All of us was guides,” Opie proudly mentioned tucking a 
thumb in his suspenders as he stuck out his chest.
     Accordingly the punt in these parts of the Adirondack was the craft of choice. Handy 
for fishing and hunting while in the woods. Punts were carried by guides during that time 
period, on their backs up to 2 miles through the woods for their “sports” so they would 
have access to another small lake hidden from civilization. The famous painter, Winslow 
Homer, pictured many hunting and fishing scenes through his brilliant watercolors set in 
this part of the country. I also found while perched with Opie, that during winter months 
some guides would submerge their punt in a lake for storage until the ice melted in early 
spring. It was a personal craft and well attended once built by the proud guide of the day.
    Time passed since my journey to that part of the country, I had forgotten my chance 
meeting with the little old guy, but gained knowledge of the punt itself. The punt is a 
“working vessel,” as found even today on parts of the Mississippi with workmen tending 
to work and maintenance of sides of large river boats. Newspaper and television photos 
around the country depict rescues in flooded areas- a punt is noticed with those stranded. 
This simple little boat is a pleasure for some, a fishing partner to many, camping and racing 
to others. A boat for a time in need, small to haul around and even individualized by some. 
Punts are found in a variety of sizes from big or small, to long narrow flat-bottoms in far 
away countries, and, even built up to serve as house boats, a place to live. 
Let’s slip back in time with an article from an August 1871 magazine. Learn how simple it 
was to build a punt...turn to pages 8 & 9

ALSO...
While searching my tin box with old magazines from the early 1920's, I ran across anoth-
er article by Louis Rhead, "Reverse Dry Flies for Downstream Fishing."  This was an article 
that appeared in April 1922 of the “Outers Recreation” magazine.  Mr. Rhead played a big 
part in designing flies at the turn of the century and along with some of his early writings 
made many a fly fishing enthusiast take notice with this new concept. It all makes sense 
with a reverse fly attached and fished down stream.  And, why not?  You fish a wet down 
stream or just beneath the film. One would think this would be easy...so why not try it!
    I do remember one night I had a small river all to myself and set a #14 Parachute Adams 
in the swing of the current, slightly down stream. I had plenty of action for better than 
2 hours...on the same fly! More action as the line straightened before I picking it up. As I 
stood there the thought came to me, of a reverse fly...Hadn’t run across something like that 
of which Mr. Rhead had written years even before I was born...never discussed it with any-
one even over a beer. Heck many things were discussed over a drink, but nothing like this.
    This idea probably never went too far through the years, however I did find a follow-up 
on the subject and that is by Lee Wulff and his thinking of the “reverse” fly. I hope that some 
of our Trout Bums might venture into this giving it a try. I'm sure even the experienced fly 
tier would be challenged setting up much of his work in... reverse.
Enjoy this old article...I'll catch up with you on pages 6 & 7.



Down Stream...
Check this out...Get in on this nice rod & reel combination...The DFC gang is offering 
this special during the next couple of club meetings. Questions, please see Frank 
Schettino our Raffle Man...catch Frank at: sketno1026@hotmail.com

Stil l time to get 

this outfit!

A few squares 

need to be fi l led 

out!

Club Shirt Embroidered
Get ready for Puerto Penasco, Mexico November 3-7, 2016.  
If you would like a club shirt embroidered, bring one of your choice to the 
next DFC meeting.  You can pick your size, color, and style, (T shirt, Polo, or 
Fishing Shirt) secure your name to your shirt.  We will gather them up and 

drop them off at a local embroidery shop.  There will be a fee for the embroi-
dery.  I would like to collect all of the shirts at the June, and July meetings 

so I can return them to you at the August meeting.

NOTE: Also with the announcement the folks should identify their shirt with brief 
description (large, blue, Columbia long sleeve fishing shirt) Their name and phone 

number.  The cost per shirt will be $15 payable when you turn in shirt.

Questions?? Contact me, Vince at: vince@ajbest.com  or- 480 818 1796

The AZGFD Get Outdoors Expo 
July 16 & 17, 2016
Saturday 10 AM - 6 PM
Sunday 10 AM - 4 PM 
at WestWorld of Scottsdale    
Volunteers are needed to man the booth and casting pond. 
Email me or call me. 
Frank Schettino • sketno1026@hotmail.com
Phone: 917-414-5428
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Fly Fishing Tips
For Beginners
By Pearl O. Wisdum

Whenever you find time 
to ice fish, here’s a sure 
way to catch fish...
Drill hole in ice. Place 
peas around the hole.
When a fish comes up to 
take a pea...Grab him. 
Ya got your fish.

Light Strikes...
Flyrodders who use very 
light leader tippets can set 
the hook without parting 
the fragile monofilament 
by letting go of the fly 
line before lifting the rod 
smartly.

Leave Room for Tying 
the Head....
When tying a fly, nov-
ices often forget to leave 
enough room to tie the 
head. Develop the habit of 
starting the thread a little 
way back from the hook-
eye. The bare spot on the 
hook will act as a reminder 
to leave room for the head.

SUMMER FUN AT THE LOWER SALT RIVER 
Vince Deadmond
This years August Lower Salt River event is scheduled for Saturday, August, 13 at 6:00 AM. 
Assemble your gear before you arrive. We are fishing early to avoid the heat and the tuber traffic that usually starts 
around 9-10AM. We will park and meet at the Blue Point Bridge Pebble Beach area. Those of you driving from Mesa 
will take the Bush Highway until you cross the Blue Point bridge turn right and you will be at the Pebble Beach 
area. If you are coming from Phoenix or Fountain Hills off of Highway 87 you will need to turn left off the Bush 
Highway before you cross the Blue Point Bridge.
    The Lower Salt River is one of those close to home destinations that sometimes gets overlooked. The Lower Salt 
River is a good place to practice your moving water techniques. Many times I’ll set up the same as fishing at Lee’s 
Ferry. I’ll use a 4 or 5 weight rod, a floating line with a strike indicator one or two BB shots with two nymphs under 
it. Favorite flies Gold Ribbed Hares Ear, Pheasant Tail Nymph, Prince Nymph, and the San Juan Worm. Without the 
strike indicator I may fish by stripping Wooly Buggars, or Clouser Minnows, and I have had fun with small poppers. 
Sometimes I’ll try out my sink tip lines. This time of year I usually wet wade in swim trunks and wear water shoes 
like Tevas The rocks are usually algae covered and very slick, a wading stick can be helpful. Sun block, fishing shirt 
with big pockets, polarized sun glasses, a hat and plenty of drinking water should round out your gear. Don’t for-
get your Tonto Pass for parking.
    The Lower Salt gives you the opportunity to catch Trout, Large Mouth Bass, Chub, Carp, Crappie, Yellow Bass, 
Sucker, Cat Fish, and Bluegill. My idea for this outing is to partner up. When we meet at the ramada we can match 
people who have fished the Lower Salt with people who have had limited fishing opportunities. There is a lot of 
water to fish so we can spread out and have good spacing between us.
   NOTE: I would like to fish until 9:00 AM, then take a break at the picnic area with breakfast burros, cof-
fee, and continue with fly fishing discussions and plans.

Vince Deadmond  •  480 984 4698   •   480 818 1796

SAN JUAN RIVER TRIP 
The annual San Juan River Fishing Trip is September 22, 23, and 24th. 
This is three nights lodging and two days guided fishing.  The guides will provide all of the flies needed 
and lunch on the river. Last year we took 20 people on the trip and we had a great time.  Everyone said 
they wanted to come back because the fishing was great and the guides were fun and put everyone 
on fish.  This year's trip is $595.00, and the price is based on double occupancy on the rooms and  two 
fisherman in each drift boat.  Please contact me at the meeting in July or you can call me at 602-451-
9459 or email me at billy.wingo@phoenix.gov.  Need to have your deposit by the July DFC meeting to 
hold your spot, and the trip must be fully paid up by the August DFC meeting.  
ATTENTION - Some people had mentioned they would like to go during the week instead of the 
weekend.  We have six people right now who say they would be interested in arriving on Monday, Sep-
tember 19th and fishing Tuesday and Wednesday the 20th and 21st.  We may be able to split the trip 
for these people so please let me know if you are interested in this or the regular weekend trip.  It will 
be a lot of fun either way so please join us.  
Catch me Billy Wingo at: 602-451-9459 or email me at billy.wingo@phoenix.gov.

DFC OUTINGS: AUGUST & SEPTEMBER • 2016
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Pattern sheet
Hook: 1x long size 6   
Body: Grizzly Soft Hackle
Thread: 6/0    
Legs:  Silicone Rubber Legs to 
match body color
Dumbbell eyes small   
Head: Ice Dub
Tail: Marabou    
Tail Flash: Krystal Flash Pearl 

We will be tying a very successful modification of the Wooley Bugger by Cathy Beck called the Super Bugger.  
The fly moves a lot in the water and I have caught Bluegill, Carp, Bass and Trigger Fish (down in Rocky Point) with it.

If you have questions or need to use club’s tying tool kit, catch Tom Horvath at 602-768-7280. 

July 21nd (Note change to third Thursday of the Month this month only)
Location: 4131 E. Wood Street (Cross Streets Broadway and 40th Street)

Time: 6:30pm to 8:30pm

July Intermediate Tying Session • Super Bugger

NOTE 
DAY 

CHANGE
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they become known, as think they soon will, the fly bound to be in demand. It simple matter for those anglers who tie flies to fashion reverse of any favorite fly they choose. 
The four I have a tied are quite sufficient for early season, and possibly may be used the entire season, especially at sunset during midsummer.
    For those wet anglers not practiced in dry casting, the reverse will be found a sort of stepping-stone to it. The skill required to manipulate nothing as com pared to the 
time required and the practice needed to cock and keep cocked dry-fly on the surface.

..continued below illustration

Outers Recreation Magazine
April 1922
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Upcoming Educational DFC Events

Project Healing Waters Thank You Breakfast
This event is reaching out to The Healing Water team for a huge thanks for 
their service to our country and our thanks you to them.  Please come out 
and support our Vets.
Saturday July 9th
Time is: 6:30am until 9:00am
Catch us at: McQueen Park
We are providing: Breakfast  •  Casting  •  Knot tying  •  Striping techniques
RSVP to: Tom Horvath mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com 

Project Healing Waters DFC joint Outing 
September 17th
This event will be hands on fishing with support from DFC members at 4 golf 
course  ponds.  More to come next month from Kristen Kile.
Date: September 17th (Saturday)
Time: 6am to 10:30 with Lunch following
Location: The Links at Queen Creek
Host: Kristen Kile •  kilekristen@yahoo.com

Intermediate Fly tying
This class will be held at Redden Construction, Inc's office center starting at 
6:30 ending at 8:30 and is the July 21st due to Tom's departure to visit his 
Sister.  
Redden's office address is: 4131 E Wood Street.  
Cross Streets are Broadway and 40th street Phoenix.
This class is open to all DFC members and no cost.
Contact Tom Horvath: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com

Lee Wulff, no beginner, certainly felt that he’d invented the reverse-hackled dry fly when he 
wrote “Shift Your Dry Flies Into Reverse“ for the 1979 Edition of Sports Afield Fishing Secrets 
[Ed: Sully probably still owns a copy of this issue]. One of fly fishing’s true innovators listed three 
merits of the design:
   The weight of the hook is concentrated near the bend. Turn the fly around, put the load where 
the flotation is and you have a fly that’s better balanced for floating.
     The bend of the hook, at the tail of a conventional dry fly, has a very distinctive shape. Just as 
the vertical silhouette of a man becomes a danger signal to a deer, the hanging bend camou-
flaged, and typical of all dry flies, can be readily recognized and will turn a smart trout away. Hid-
ing the bend of the hook in the hackles makes that solid, unmoving circle of metal a lot harder to 
distinguish. It makes the backward dry fly look a lot more like a natural insect.
    The tail can be split, half going on either side of the eye of the hook, which makes an even 
more natural tail for most insects than a single tail unit.
    The three decades since that article have seen a lot of changes occur in the art of fly tying.
   The split tails Lee advocated then are now common on many traditionally hackled and no-
hackle patterns, and we’ve become fixated on imitating emergers and adults with infirmities; 
insects that sit in the film rather than ride on top of the meniscus.
    And sadly, unless their dry fly is holding up a beadhead, many of today’s production oriented 
anglers see the dry fly as an anachronism. Many people are born body counters. Some would-be 
heroes won’t take to the water without at least a scale or tape measure – a camera crew is even 
better.
    But there is a strong contingent of fly fishermen that quietly thrive on figuring out various 
hatches, difficult fish and complicated situations. Reverse-tied flies can provide a very useful 
angle in that endlessly intriguing pursuit.

More thoughts on Reverse Dry Flies....

Pictured herein..  Adams Family- Reverse 
and Traditional tied flies.
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FISHING PUNT
The Field Quarterly Magazine
August 1871
Fishing Punt. Take for the sides two l in. planks - 16 in. wide and 14 
feet long; for the ends use 2 in. plank.  Cut the stern-piece 30 in. long 
at bottom, and 40 in. at top; cut the bow piece 12 in. long at bottom, 
and 20 in. at top; then cut a centre-piece 12 in. wide, 40 in. long at bot-
tom, and 50 in. long at top; put these pieces in position, and securely 
nail the sides to them; this can be readily done by bringing the planks 
into place by means of a rope, twisted by a short lever. After the sides 
are thus secured true up the bottom edges, and plank cross wise with 
Jin. plank one-eighth of an inch apart; caulk these seams with oakum 
or cotton, and pitch the whole bottom, and 2 in. or Sin. up the sides. A 
keel l in. or 2 in., or 3 in. deep can then be nailed on, depending on the 
depth of the water where the boat is to be used. For seats, nail a plank 
across each end, and one for the rower over the middle piece; two row-
locks, about 6 in, above the sides of the boat, complete the job. These 
can be made of plank, set up on end, and fastened to the inside of the 
boat. A common carpenter can make such a boat in about two days, 
and, if planed and painted, it looks well. The ends ought to incline 
outwards about 3 in. to the foot. Fig. 1 shows the skiff completed, but 
with a stern-piece adapted for steering with an oar; fig. 5 is a diagram 
of the stern piece; fig. 4 the bow piece; fig. 2 the middle piece, and fig. 
3 the rowlock.
   By putting in two pieces in the middle the required distance apart, 
and perforating the cross planking between them, the well would be 
readily formed. Such a punt is very stiff, and should carry at least fire 
persons if needed; a man of average weight can stand near the side 
without causing it to ship water, and it pulls easily.
    Portable Boat for Fishing. — A portable boat for fishing should be 
eleven feet long, four feet eight inches wide, and twenty inches deep. 
The materials for planks for lightness three-eighths (3/8”) of an inch 
thick. She should be very lightly timbered, in fact the timbers may be 
nine inches apart, and only the alternate timbers should come up to 
the gunwale, the intermediate ending at the raisings. She should be 
carefully varnished two or three times with oak varnish, and scraped 
annually, which will keep her light. In the modeling of so small a boat 
great care must be taken in designing the moulds for the midship sec-
tion and transom, or the maximum of stability will not be ensured, in 
the absence of which the boat will be comparatively use less. To give 
the maximum stability with any required length and breadth, a boat 
must carry her bilge well out to her side as low as possible, so that she 
will be almost flat amidships, with perpendicular sides, which will give 
great internal capacity for the size of the boat.
    Great care must also be taken with the transom, which must be as 
wide as symmetry will allow ; a low tuck, and as a matter of course a 
short sternpost, which will permit the floor to be brought well aft. 
A careful builder can so arrange matters as to combine symmetry with 
stability, and if the boat is sharp forward at the water-line, and nicely 

graduated under the transom, a very respectable speed may be got out 
of her with a pair of sculls. In building small boats with a flat floor,the 
planks are required to be very much curved; and as this often causes 
extra trouble to the builder, it is wise to make it worth his while by 
some extra payment to study your wishes  to do which effectually she 
will endeavor to make use of timber having a natural curvature,instead 
of cutting a plank out of a straight log. If pine or larch cannot be ob-
tained with sufficient curvature, ash may be used fur the first five 
planks, counting from the keel on each side. Two thwarts only will 
be required, and a seat across the stern, which need not be a fixture. 
As the boat is chiefly intended for the use of two persons, side seats 
round the stern sheets had better be omitted, whereby much room will 
be gained in this part of the boat. In placing the thwarts care should 
be exercised that the main-thwart be fixed in such a posi tion that 
the boat will be well trimmed with only one person on board, which 
will probably be about five feet from the stem, the bow-thwart being 
then fixed two feet three inches in advance; the boat will be also well 
trimmed when two are on board, one pulling, the other in the stern. 
The fabric of the hull should be as light as possible; two inches by two 
and a half will be stout enough for the keel, which should be English 
elm, timbers five-eighths wide by three-eighths thick, American elm 
or oak, raisings one inch wide and half an inch thick, and narrow gun-
wales three-quarters thick both ways, a side cheek to be nailed on to 
form the rowlock. Metal crutches are not to be recommended for this 
boat, but the old-fashioned plan of round Tholes will be found prefer-
able, being valueless if lost, and the deficiency made good by any bit of 
stick to be found, or by knotting the boat's painter in the holes. Such 
a boat can be built usually for 13 cents. or 14 cents. per foot.
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Bob McKeon, 
DFC Newsletter Editor, 
Graphic Guru, Head 
Wrangler of Stuff, Stay 
at Home Fly Fisherman 
and Certified Lawn Tosser 
of Rods an' things.   
Questions/Comments? 
Catch me at: 
rmckeon2@cox.net

8 or 9 souls braved the heat on June 25 and met at the parking lot 
for a morning of fishing in the protected waters of Boulder Cove. 
Things started out slow, but as the sun started to beat down and the 
water warmed a little, the bluegills started to eat. Most of the active 
fish were quite shallow, so a floating line, a bead head fly and a five 
second count to let the fly sink put one into the “zone.”
      Most of the bluegills were a bit smaller than we would have liked, 
but there were enough “bigger than my hand” specimens landed to 
keep things interesting. The most successful pattern was the chartreuse 
rubber legged “Little Man,” possibly because Joe Staller was handing 
them out to anyone that asked for them! Catch rates seemed to be in 
the 5-30 range for most anglers. One successful tactic was just to kick 
along the weed lines and drop the flies along the weeds while carefully 
watching the brightly colored flies. With the white rubber legs, the 
fly was quite visible as it sank—if the fly suddenly disappeared, it was 
because a hungry sunfish had just inhaled it. Set the hook!
     Several bass were hooked on size 14 bluegill flies, with the typical 
outcome—fish broken off or the dreaded “LDR” (Long Distance Re-
lease) after one of two jumps.
Questions/Comments catch me, Gentry at: design@gentrysmith.com

Canyon Lake, Boulder Cove...Outing Report

Susan Geer with the Fish and Salad lunch special. The lettuce put up 
a heck of a fight!

Wyoming Stone Fly Frenzy... What I did on my summer vacation!

With the threat of 118-degree weather and my wife want-
ing me out of her hair for a few days, I decided to take a little 
camping trip with my Jumping Jack Trailer on a week+ road trip.
    My adventure started with a trip up on the rim 
to  Knoll Lake with my good friends Ken Richter, 
Alan Davis and Jim Rondoni.  Alan was giving his 
kayak another run and Ken brought his 14-foot 
aluminum boat.   Fishing was a little slow, but 
the weather was great and camping, cigars and 
wine/beer can sure take the edge off.  And as al-
ways, having another fantastic Ken R. gourmet 
meal and camp fire stories (except no camp fire 
due to fire restrictions) made for a great time.
   On Sunday morning we separated and I con-
tinued my journey NE toward Colorado and Wyo-
ming.  
   A few weeks earlier I had heard that the stone 
flies would be hatching and the fishing would 
“be epic”.  Also Joe McDonnell indicated he was 
going back to Wyoming and I didn’t want Joe to 
fish alone.
    My first stop was in Buena Vista, CO to camp 
for 3 days.  I contacted Landon Mayer who spoke 
at our club meeting a few months ago hoping to 
get to fish with him.  Unfortunately, he was busy 
with a video production so I had to fish on my 
own.   I started at the South Platte River where 
Landon advised there was good fishing and from 
there I ended up on the Arkansas River.  Fishing 
was pretty good and the scenery was spectacu-
lar.
   From Buena Vista my journey continued north 
to Casper, Wyoming were I met up with Joe and 
stayed at Jason Ostrander’s Grey Reef Anglers 
lodge. And wow, did he do an amazing job on 
this new lodge. Our guide, Andy Brust, was great, 

extremely helpful and made sure we had a great experience.  Andy 
helped improve our fishing skills and his knowledge of the river as-
sured we had lots of opportunities to catch large fish.

    The first day we fished the North Platte below 
Grey Reef Dam. Both Joe and I caught a few fish, 
but Joe got the better of it.
   Day two & three we decided to check out the 
Miracle Mile in hopes that the Stone Fly might be 
hatching.  Typically, stone flies don’t start hatch-
ing until the end of June, to the first of July.   
    Incredibly, the stone flies were hatching.  Actu-
ally, they had been in the hatch cycle for over a 
week according to Andy because they were drop-
ping eggs.  The fishing was great.  Watching the 
fish come out of the water and hit dry flies was 
awesome.   Between us we caught over 20 to 30 
fish during the 3-day excursion and nothing was 
less than 18 inches in length.  The fish pictured is 
a 23-inch cut-throat.  Two of the 3 days we had 
the trifecta (Rainbow, Brown & Cut Throat).
    In addition to great fishing the wild life was 
spectacular. Wyoming has more antelope than 
people.  Deer were also quite common.  With the 
hatch the Sea Gulls, Swallows and many other 
birds were as excited as we were.  Eagles, Osprey 
and Pelicans were always on the lookout for a 
catch of an unsuspecting trout patrolling for a 
stone fly.
    I would have to rate this a 9 on a scale of 10 for 
a fishing trips.  The only one that comes close to 
this was our last Grey Reef Anglers back in early 
May.  This was my second trip with Grey Reef An-
glers and both trips have been an experience of 
a life time.
Questions/Comments, Catch me, John Doss at:
jdoss@dossigan.com    or    623-229-8335

by John Doss
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CONSERVATION UPDATE

Hey Trout Bums!
The US Forest Service Four Forest Restoration Initiative (4FRI) Team has announced the 4FRI Rim Country EIS for forest restoration across much of 
the Mogollon Rim and into the White Mountains and has released the “Proposed Action” for that Project.  Many of our favorite trout streams and prime 
fishing on and under the Rim are included in the "Footprint". The Proposal already includes stream restoration for 350 miles of streams. We’ve got a great 
opportunity for real improvements in our Fishing Landscape, and this is an opportunity to directly help decide what actually gets done.  Arizona Game 
and Fish, Trout Unlimited, and the Forest Service are already working together on this restoration, so let's jump in, too.
    The 4 Forest Restoration Initiative "Rim Country" EIS, which covers 1.24 Million Acres over significant parts of the Coconino, Tonto and Apache-
Sitgreaves National Forests, will include up to 350 miles of stream restoration work for both native and wild non-native trout.  Release of the Scoping 
Documents last week started a 45 day comment period that will close Thursday August 11th.  AZ Trout Unlimited is working this opportunity very hard, 
together with AZGFD.  We can all ask AZGFD Aquatics Branch Chief Chris Cantrell about this during his presentation to DFC on July 13. 
    The "Rim Country” EIS will have a huge impact on All trout streams across the Mogollon Rim and through much of the White Mountains.  It's our fish-
ing area!  Even those streams that don’t see direct stream restoration will likely benefit from improved stream flows as the surrounding forest is restored 
to a more natural structure.  See the Map below for an idea of just how widespread the streams are.
     And of course, there are public comments being solicited and collected at meetings in Payson (Thursday night, July 21) or Show Low (Thursday night, 
July 14).  I hope and encourage DFC members to make one of those meetings, learn more, talk directly to the planners, see detailed maps, and provide 
specific comments.  It’s another great reason to leave the Valley early for a long weekend of fishing on the Rim or in the White Mtns. The Public Scoping 
Comment Period will close on Thursday August 11, so our August meeting will be just in time for a final reminder to comment.
    The public inputs and comments obtained at the Scoping Meetings and during the Scoping Comment period will be used to perform analysis, develop 
Alternatives and proposed actions and a Draft EIS is expected next year.  We’ll have another chance to submit comments at that time, but the earlier we 
get involved, the more influence we can have.

Four Forest Restoration Initiative (4FRI) Rim Country EIS Launched

Here’s the Major Information from the Forest Service Press Release:
Forest Service seeks public input on Rim Country Proposed Action 
Four Forest Restoration Initiative Stakeholders Group hosts two public meetings 
 
Flagstaff, AZ – June 29, 2016 – For Immediate Release: The Forest Service has 
released the Proposed Action (PA) for the Rim Country Project and the public 
is encouraged to provide comments. These comments will help the Interdisci-
plinary Team as they conduct a comprehensive analysis of the environmental 
impacts of the proposed restoration treatments.  
   The Rim Country Project is the second landscape scale, multi forest analysis 
within the Four Forest Restoration Initiative (4FRI). The Forest Service is propos-
ing restoration activities on nearly 1.24 million acres along the Mogollon Rim 
near the communities of Happy Jack, Payson, Young, Heber-Overgaard,  Show 
Low, and Pinetop-Lakeside. The objective is to re-establish forest ecosystems 
that support natural fire regimes, promote functioning populations of native 
plants and animals, and reduce the threat of destructive wildfire. Proposed 
treatments include thinning, prescribed fire, reforestation, spring and stream 
restoration, and decommissioning and improving roads. 
   The following two public meetings have been scheduled by the 4FRI Stake-
holder Group. These meetings are open to all members of the public.  

•  Thursday, July 14 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the Frontier Conference Room in Show Low. 
•  Thursday, July 21 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the Julia Randall Elementary School gymnasium in Payson. The next step in the planning process will be to review and 
respond to comments and develop alternatives to be described and analyzed in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The Draft EIS is expected in July 2017 
and the Final EIS is expected in September 2018.  
   To be most helpful, comments on the PA should be submitted by August 11. Send written comments to the Four Forest Restoration Initiative at 1824 S. Thompson 
St, Flagstaff, AZ 86001, by fax to 928-527-3620, or by email to 4FRI_comments@fs.fed.us. The public can review the Proposed Action and follow the project as the 
planning process continues by visiting www.fs.usda.gov/goto/4FRIRimCountry.
The Complete 32 page Proposed action, with maps, details of analysis to be done, discussion of Desired Conditions and proposed treatments, etc., can 
be viewed at the website address above.        >> Here it is again: www.fs.usda.gov/goto/4FRIRimCountry.<<

For more information, you can always contact DFC Conservation Trout Bum Joe Miller, at jam@prairietriz.com
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See ya Wednesday...

July 13, 2016

AUGUST OUTING
Salt River  •  Wade & Lunch

 (Early) Saturday, August 13, 2016
Vince Deadmond Host • vince@ajbest.com

SEPTEMBER OUTING
San Juan River Fishing Trip

September 22, 23, and 24, 2016
Host: Billy Wingo at: 602-451-9459 or catch me at: billy.wingo@phoenix.gov

Our own DFC Trout Bum buddy, Larry Allen, is headed for the 108th AMERICAN CASTING 
ASSOCIATION National Tournament, July 25-30, 2016 in Lexington, Kentucky.  Larry has 
been an active member of ACA over the years and is well thought of throughout all casting 
communities.
    Competition includes an assortment of events including: spin casting, bait casting as well 
as fly casting.  A full 6 days of the highest casting competition hosted by the Blue Grass 
Sportsmen's League (KY). Casters from across the country will compete with the best.
    Larry was instrumental in starting the Rio Salada Casting Club here in the Valley and along 
with a couple of his close certified instructor friends kept us all busy with his keen interest 
and skills with a fly rod this past season at the monthly RSCC Meet-Ups.
    I also can attest to his skills with both spinning rods and bait casting rods as he hooked 
me into the many challenges of both rods and target casting recently. I admire the sensi-
tivity of this sport and the history dating back to the 1880’s with casting clubs across the 
country.   
     We all wish Larry Allen the very best in these tournament challenges...we’ll keep think-
ing of you and hope to hear first hand of your travels. I’ve admired Larry having known him 
only a short time. His dedication and enthusiasm of the rich history of casting along with 
his up-beat personality, have rubbed off on all of us when we’re together. 
Luck be with you, Larry...Bring home the gold!                                            R.McKeon, DFC Editor

Larry Allen heads for 108th ACA Tourney...


